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Raltron Real Time Clock Module Delivers Accuracy in Tough Outdoor and 
Indoor Applications 
 

 
 
MIAMI – November 15, 2022 – Raltron, a global leader in high performance frequency management 
components and antenna products, has released the RTT21064 Series of Real Time Clocks designed to 
play a critical role in keeping accurate track of current time while providing a variety of functions and 
reducing power consumption. Designed specifically for Utility Metering, Servers, Automotive, Factory 
Automation and Renewable Energy, the RTC module is an I2C bus interface real-time clock with low 
power consumption and digital offset function. With a wide operating temperature range of -40℃ ~ +85℃, 
power consumption for the RTT21064 remains constant at higher temperatures. This minimizes clock drift 
positioning it well for demanding outdoor applications and higher temperature server enclosure 
environments.  
 
Raltron’s RTC module supports backup battery life with an embedded 32.768kHz TCXO serving as an all-
in-one device to provide optimum performance compared to discrete components, simplify integration in 
new product developments, and accelerate time to market. It features calendar (year, leap-year 
autocorrection, month, day, hour, minute, second), clock, time stamp, timer output with adjustable periods, 
and alarm functions. In addition to being responsible for the timing function of the system and its clock, the 
RTT21064 module ensures that all processes occurring in the system are appropriately synchronized.   
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Available in a compact 3.2mm x 2.5mm x 1.0mm package, the RTT21064 features low current 
consumption of 1.0uA, and improved frequency accuracy of 5+/-23ppm max @ +25°C (TYP.) making it 
also suitable for portable and small size electronic devices. 
 
“We developed the RTT21064 for demanding applications that need stability, accuracy and consistency 
over a long period of time and over a wide range of temperatures. If you have ever noticed a system clock 
continually running behind, that’s probably due to an RTC that is not performing across certain 
temperature ranges” said Sasha Wolloch, President of Raltron. “When it comes to utility metering, time 
stamps must be accurate, especially with the number of power interruptions occurring today. The 
RTT21064 is perfect for this.”   
 
The RTT21064 is available through Raltron’s global network of sales reps and distributors. For more 
information, visit https://www.raltron.com//wp-content/uploads/2022/11/RTT21064.pdf 
  
 

### 
 
About Raltron 
Founded in 1983, Raltron is a privately held ISO-9001:2015 certified company that offers the most 
comprehensive line of frequency management devices in the industry. Raltron develops, manufactures 
and sells products worldwide including crystal resonators, clock oscillators, VCXOs, TCXOs, OCXOs, 
VCO’s, SAW and LTCC filters, ceramic resonators and a variety of IoT compatible antennas, RF cable 
assemblies and RF connectors. Raltron is dedicated to continuous growth through investing in its 
traditional markets including telecom infrastructure, consumer, industrial, medical, IoT, M2M and smart 
metering. Its products are marketed through a worldwide network of independently owned representatives 
and franchised distributors. 
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